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About This Game

In this game, you have a fascinating journey into the world of cryptocurrencies. Make exchanges on the stock exchange, do
airdrops, and of course extract the cryptocurrency from mining!

Features:

- Steam of achievement

- Nice graphic and music

- Endless gameplay

- Casual game
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- This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5
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Title: Bitcoin Trader
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Zloy Krot Studio
Publisher:
Zloy Krot Studio
Release Date: 3 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 Gb

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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If you're a fan of visual novels, anime trope parodies, and gal pals, this is a game for you! The writing in SV is very charming,
with the main character Rie having a very distinct voice as the narrator and clever interactions with the other characters in her
world.

The story is about 75% Rie and Licia, 20% tantilizing food descriptions, and 5% the adorable tale of Rie's parents.

The soundtrach is adorably addictive, and all of the game's artwork and sprites are absolutely stunning. I loved doing every run
through of this game!. This is an amazing game about the only thing its missing is some form of multiplayer option or even just
a two player coop option it would be the extra step in making an amazing game ground breaking. This game was alot of small
twist in platforming games and a good amount of challenges. I wasn't some god or op character which made me focus on the
game alot more. loot was distrubited fairly and it made explore the area finding new things which was cool. The level up system
was okay and I'm not sure if it had any effect on my character. It got buggy when i wasn't able to damage to goblins that applied
the slowing condition on me out of nowhere and the my attack animation wasn't as fast as i though it would be. Most of the
monsters could tank damage which I thought i could stagger them, and basic monster can one or two shot you. Monster
placement was not to my liking as well as i could not get to a portal without a mob ganging up on me or two golems camping by
a gate i needed to open to progress. how ever This is fun and i can't for the imporvements to be made. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/DADiwdKiDa8

Yay.... armswinger.

Not a fan of armswinger locomotion and it's the only option here. Aside from that it's a decent little game for the price. The
mazes could have been more maze like though. It felt like I was walking down a single path that occasionally had a minor
branch off that ended almost immediately. I never felt like I could get lost or like I was actually in a maze.

The enemies were creative and most looked pretty impressive. As a whole I thought the game looked pretty good. Nothing
spectacular but definitely above average.

I'm borderline on this one but I think that's mostly my bias against armswinger. If I try to take that out of the equation I think I
have to give it a thumbs up.. Really liked the idea of another SPAZ. Unfortunately, pretty unhappy with the experience of this
one. The graphics are pretty and I like the developments in the lore for the most part, but the gameplay's fundamentally changed
from the first. That wouldn't necessarily be a bad thing, except SPAZ 2 has restructured the game in a way that mostly
eliminates most of what made SPAZ fun. You spend a lot more time in the system map, directing a little arrow around the
screen and clicking buttons, and a lot less time flying your little ship around "real space" interacting with other ships directly.
The design of the mothership, due to its modular nature, is also much less distinctive and ultimately less charming.

It's a solidly okay game, but if you've played SPAZ 1, you probably won't find much of the same things you liked about SPAZ
1. If you haven't played either, I'd suggest you pick up 1 instead of 2.. worst game ever played. just 3hours play time. Also, I not
sure this is zombie game. not scared, not adventure. you can have one romance with black man gay.. Sub par break out clone.
No new unique power ups or game mechanics. Very basic. Okay art, good music.. Looks bad, plays poorly, story is poorly
written... doesn't really have much going for it.
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I typically enjoy most Final Fantasy games, but I can't really recommend this one.

Pros:
* Great graphics
* The soundtrack is pretty good
* The summon crystal mechanic adds the aspect of "resource collecting" to the battles
* Tries to recreate the high-flying battles of FFVII: Advent Children

Cons:
* Tries to recreate the high-flying battles of FFVII: Advent Children (SE has been trying to do that for the past 10+ years)
* Not much content or strategy other than 3v3 fighting
* Distant players are geoblocked in a game with 40-60 players globally (as of May 2019), so online gaming is practically single-
player, with the AI.
* Speaking of which, the AI is terrible
* Not exactly a good port. Loading times for battles are long, there's frame drops, and some scenes are capped at 30 FPS.
* English voice acting is quite bad, so I switched to Japanese voices
* Mog's voice makes you wish voice acting was never added to the game. "Use your skills, kupo! Finish that foe, kupo! Shut the
eff up, kupo!" Fortunately, you can (and should) mute him.
* The long summoning animations can't be skipped. They're disruptive and ruin the flow of the battle.
* Time running out means both sides lose. They should rather have the team with the more kills win, and if the kills are tied,
bring everyone's HP at 1 and BRV at 0, and the next kill will settle the match (i.e. sudden death overtime).
* The story mode is quite bland. The story isn't anything special, and the pacing between cutscenes and battles is clumsy.
* The summon monster battles during the story mode

All in all, for Dissidia fans, I'd recommend the PSP titles instead, or for Dissidia fans wanting a more traditional RPG, I'd
recommend Dissidia Final Fantasy Opera Omnia, which is very F2P-friendly and has much more playable characters from the
FF series.. natashka is real and she;s strong and she;s my girlfriend. A simple but fun game. The controls are horrible and drive
me crazy.. I'm giving this game a thumbs up but also understand that many people might give this game a thumbs down and feel
it is a waste of time and money.

For that reason, please watch my video of the gameplay here (or other such youtube videos) before making the purchase!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zYbtPKTheKU

The biggest knock on this game in my opinion is that the combat feels way too slow and that makes the game feel sluggish and
unexciting. Your character looks like crap when he runs (like he has a corncob in his butt). Other smaller knocks would be the
inability to smash wooden crates and barrels in the dungeons, no inventory, no gold to acquire, and no skills that you can level up
or adjust to your liking. All of these would go a long ways to improving the gameplay experience, but to be fair these are also
things that would likely increase the price.

The game is not horrible, but not much above average.. I would recommend waiting for a nice sale price for most people. About
2.5 to 3 hours of gameplay is probably the time needed to defeat the game, and worse yet.. the game is not going to have any
replayability at all as it would be exactly the same every time.

My 'very lenient' score is a 6.5 out of 10 but my recommendation is waiting for a sale on this, even for RPG fans like myself..
enjoyed playing this game - and will continue to enjoy it. I found the one thing that when you disarm an NPC he walks over,
picks up his sword and kills you almost immediatly while you stand behind him\/her swinging, stabbing etc etc to no avail. I still
enjoyed it and yes was sweating a tad after an hour. - thumbs up for this one.. I haven't played much yet, but I've really enjoyed
my time so far.

It plays something like Mario Kart in the sky, with a somewhat confusing control scheme that is incredibly rewarding when you
do well.

The drones handle neither like real drones or video game drones, which could bother some people, but I really enjoy it.

I haven't tried the Vive support yet, but I'm guessing that it's super nauseating and fun.
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I think anyone interested in racing games with more difficult controls should check this out.
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